In this paper we look for traces of interaction of CME/ICME with high-speed stream (HSS) of solar wind from coronal hole (CH) for two serial Carrington rotations (CRs) during December 2011 -January 2012. We analyze two cases.
Introduction
As well known, the interaction of non-stationary large-scale phenomena of solar corona and solar wind as with surrounding plasma, and as with each other leads to noticeable change of a trajectory of their movement in the corona and interplanetary space. For example, the non-stationary solar phenomena like Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) can interact with such large-scale structures as streamers, coronal holes (CHs), other CMEs and solar wind (see, for instance, papers by Gopalswamy et al. (2004) ; Mishra, Srivastava, and Chakrabarty (2015) ; Möstl et al. (2015) and references therein) . Authors of several works (Gopalswamy et al., 2009; Mohamed et al., 2012) show that coronal holes can change the CME trajectory, in particular, polar coronal holes deflect the CMEs to the equator. However, the back impact of CMEs on high-speed streams (HSS) from coronal holes has not been investigated in detail.
So far, the models for prediction the solar wind parameters in the near-Earth space and behind consider HSS and transient CME streams as independent features. The Wang-Sheeley-Arge model (WSA, Wang and Sheeley (1990) ; Arge and Pizzo (2000) ) or EUV-imaging based models (e.g. Vršnak, Temmer, and Veronig (2007) ; Shugay et al. (2011) ) use location and geometry of coronal holes for simulation of quasi-stationary streams of slow solar wind and HSS. The kinematic models of CME propagation like Advanced Drag model (Vršnak et al., 2013) , consider propagation of CMEs in the heliosphere as a stream of a fast transient stream on a slowly moving homogeneous background wind with acceleration or deceleration depending on the relation between their velocities. The MHD-based WSA-ENLIL prediction model (Odstrčil and Pizzo, 1999 ) is a combination of the WSA model in the corona producing initial conditions at the boundary between the corona and heliosphere (at 21 -30 R sun ), with the ideal MHD model, which describes propagation of quasi-stationary solar wind in the heliosphere. A modification of this model -WSA-ENLIL cone model provides an estimation of CME arrival time using additional information about initial parameters of CME from coronagraphic observations. None of these models describes effects of probable interaction between magnetic structures of HSS and CME in the cases when they propagate with different velocities and meet in the heliosphere before arriving to Earth.
In this work we present an example of two consecutive Carrington rotations (CRs) of the Sun during December 2011 -January 2012 (CRs 2118 and 2119 when CMEs happened before approach of a coronal hole to the Sun-Earth line: in one case (23 -24 January 2012) the high-speed stream was observed near Earth orbit, and in other case (29 -30 December 2011) it was not observed. In accordance with prediction on the basis of coronal hole observations, HSSs should be measured near the Earth in both cases. We suggest that the CME can deflect the HSS relative to the Sun-Earth line and the HSS absence near the Earth is a result of CME-CH interaction. We discuss the interplanetary data to confirm this hypothesis.
2. Methods 2.1. Determination of the CME/ICME and HSS solar wind sources
To understand the nature of probable interaction between HSS from CHs and transient CME streams during the process of their expansion in the corona and propagation in the heliosphere, one needs to consider the sources of these streams, which can be identified by specific signatures. HSS streams originate in CHs, which can be identified as wide regions of open magnetic field lines or seen in the EUV wavelength range (typically, in the 193 A line) as wide dark areas ( Figure 1 , the upper panel). To calculate the probable velocity of quasistationary HSS streams as well as to predict their arrival times to the Earth, we used the EUV-imaging method as described in Shugay et al. (2011); Slemzin and Shugai (2015) and references therein.
CMEs originate due to spontaneous solar activity with such signatures as Xray flares and flux robe ejections in active regions (ARs), filament/prominence eruptions, dimmings etc., which can be used for localization of their solar sources. For this purpose, we used the data about CMEs directed to the Earth and their solar sources from the Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory STEREO-A and B 1 (Howard et al., 2008) , Large Angle and Spectrotrometric Coronagraph LASCO 2 (Brueckner et al., 1995) , Solar Dynamic Observatory SDO/AIA telescope 3 (Lemen et al., 2012) . CMEs are identified as directed to the Earth if: (1)their position angles in the coronagraphic images of STEREO-A and B lie in the proper half-plane (in our case at the eastern limb for Cor2A and at the western limb for Cor2B); (2)their angular half-widths are large than the angles between the direction of propagation and the ecliptic plane. Parameters of solar flares we took from the Solar Demon database 4 (Kraaikamp and Verbeeck, 2015) . For calculations of the CME arrival times we used two heliospheri CMEpropagation models: the Advanced Drag Model (ADM, Vršnak et al. (2013) ), and the WSA-Enlil cone model (Odstrčil and Pizzo, 1999; Pizzo et al., 2011) , presented in the internet 5 . To discover the effect of interaction between HSS and CME streams, we compared the measured in-situ velocities with those simulated by the CH-based model and the WSA-ENLIL model ( Figure 1 , the bottom panel).
Determination of the solar wind phenomena
In our work we analyze the following solar wind phenomena: the high-speed stream (HSS), the interplanetary coronal mass ejection (ICME) and compression region Sheath before ICME. To identify the solar wind phenomena we use the standard parameter criteria: (1) HSS has the bulk speed V > 450 km s −1 , (2) ICME has low ratio of thermal to magnetic pressures (beta-parameter) and high and smoothly rotating magnetic field, and (3) Sheath has high temperature, density and beta-parameters. Numerical criteria and procedure of phenomenon identification are described in details in paper (Yermolaev et al., 2009) , the results of identifications of solar wind phenomena are presented in the internet 6 . Recently we analyzed the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and plasma parameters of the OMNI dataset 7 for period 1976 -2000 and calculated the average temporal profiles of several parameters for 8 usual sequences of phenomena: (1) SW/ CIR/ SW, (2) SW/ IS/ CIR/ SW, (3) SW/ Ejecta/ SW, (4) SW/ Sheath/ Ejecta/ SW, (5) SW/ IS/ Sheath/ Ejecta/ SW, (6) SW/ MC/ SW, (7) SW/ Sheath/ MC/ SW, (8) SW/ IS/ Sheath/ MC/ SW (where SW is undisturbed solar wind and CIR is corotating interaction region) (Yermolaev et al., 2015) using the method of double superposed epoch analysis for large numbers of events (Yermolaev et al., 2010) . These data can be used as templates to compare the measured parameters of selected phenomena with average temporal profiles of corresponding parameters. We change the time between data points a such way that durations of selected events are equal to durations of corresponding average events in paper Yermolaev et al. (2015) and compare selected events with the sequence of phenomena SW/IS/Sheath/Ejecta/SW.
Results and Discussion
In this section, we consistently describe observations of the Sun and measurement of parameters of the interplanetary space near Earth.
Interaction of CME with HSS on the basis of solar observations
We consider the cases of probable interaction of HSS from the recurrent CH and several CMEs appeared during the periods 21 December 2011 -04 January Tables 1 and 2 . On the upper panels of Figure 1 there are the synoptic maps constructed from the SDO/AIA EUV images in the 193 A channel with the encircled locations of the CME sources. On the bottom panels there are the predicted values of the solar wind velocity calculated by the HSS-predicting model based on identification of the CH areas from the EUV-imaging (Shugay et al., 2011; Slemzin and Shugai, 2015) and by the WSA-ENLIL cone model in comparison with the solar wind measurements on the ACE spacecraft. It is worth to pay attention on a significant difference between simulations by the WSA-ENLIL and the HSS-predicting models for the periods under study related with propagation of CMEs, since only the first model uses information about CMEs. In CR 2118 HSS from the southern CH expected in the period from 30 December 2011 to 04 January 2012 was not registered by ACE. Instead, the signatures of ICME have been detected which can be associated with several CMEs originated from the active regions marked in Figure 1 (upper panel) . During the period 21 -28 December 2011, several CMEs with flares occurred in all three ARs, part of them being propagated in the direction of ACE. The CMEs originated from ARs 1384-1386 on 25 -27 December 2011 and directed to ACE, as it follows from the STEREO observations, would reach the Earth on 28 -31 December. At the same time, the HSS from CH has been expected (see Tables  1, 2 and Figure 1 , the lower panel). Instead, in CR 2119 the fast component of solar wind arrived two days earlier than the HSS-predicting model expected it. The simulation with the WSA-ENLIL cone model suggests that this early appearance can be associated with arrival of ICME associated with the CME on 23 January 2012 from AR1402.
Interaction of CME/ICME with HSS on the basis of interplanetary measurements
Figures 2 and 3 show the interplanetary plasma and field parameters and magnetospheric indices for two sequential Carrington rotations CR 2118 and 2119 First panel: the beta parameter -the ratio of thermal and magnetic pressures (black line); the T/T exp -ratio of measured temperature and temperature expected on the basis of average temperature-velocity relation in the solar wind (Lopez, 1987 ) (blue line); the thermal pressure nkT (red line); the ratio of alpha-particle and proton abundances (green line).
Second panel: the magnitude B of IMF (black line); the south-north component B z of IMF (blue line); the radial component B x of IMF (green line); the increment (gradient) of magnetic field magnitude DB on an interval of six hours (red line).
Third panel: the measured proton temperature T (black line); the expected temperature T exp (blue line).
Fourth panel: the density N (black line); the kinetic pressure nV 2 (blue line); the increment (gradient) of density DN on an interval of six hours (red line).
Fifth panel: the bulk velocity V (black line); the increment (gradient) of velocity DV6 on an interval of six hours (blue line).
Sixth panel: the K p index (black line); the component E y of interplanetary electric field (blue line).
Seventh panel: the D st index (black line); the density-corrected D st index (Burton, McPherron, and Russell, 1975 ) (red line); the horizontal red straight line shows the level of -50 nT.
The identification of solar wind phenomena analyzed in the work is presented on the upper panels in the Figures 2 and 3 . In the beginning of figure 2 there is a typical solar wind (indicated as SW). The Sheath is observed on 28 De- Figure 2 . The interplanetary plasma and magnetic field parameters and magnetospheric indices for interval 27 December, 2011 -3 January, 2012 (The legend is described in the text). Blue vertical lines show Sheath (the arrow before first blue line indicates the interplanetary shock) and red lines ICME (Ejecta) SOLA: Yermolaev_HSS-CME.tex; 11 September 2018; 10:38; p. 7 Table 2 . Flares, CMEs and predicted ICME arrival time.
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Lasco ( (Yermolaev et al., 2009 ) but the durations of first rotation are too long for Sheath (35 hours) and too short for Ejecta (6 hours) relative to durations relative to mentioned above average durations and very short duration of Sheath duration (4 hours) and standard durations of the Ejecta (16 hours) of second rotation. Duration of Ejecta usually correlates with duration of Sheath and it would be possible to expect that the duration of Ejecta would be more average size. However the duration of first Ejecta is very short, and this fact indicates that the Ejecta could interact with surrounding streams of plasma. To check the possibility of the interaction we re-scale the durations of Sheaths and Ejecta for both solar rotations and for period 1976-2000 and make equal durations: 14 hours for Sheaths and 24 hours for Ejecta. Figures 4 and 5 show the temporal profiles of several parameters (destinations are the similar as in Figures 2 and 3) for first interval (red curves), second interval (blue line) and averaged values (black line). The behavior of parameters in Sheath and Ejecta for both intervals is close to average temporal profiles of corresponding parameters in the same phenomena.
It is important to note that parameters during 5-6 hours after first Ejecta (see Figures 2, 4 and 5) can be interpreted as a modification of Ejecta: T, T/T exp , N and Pt are higher than average ones in Ejecta and are close in undisturbed solar wind. After this interval (during 30 December 2011 at 11:00 -23:00 UT) the compressed solar wind is observed: B, T, T/T exp , N and Pt are higher than average ones in undisturbed solar wind. Abrupt change in parameters at 11:00 UT may be an indicator of interface between the Ejecta and solar wind. As the Figure 4 shows, the latitude speed angle Theta is negative during the Ejecta and decreases during the interval after Ejecta.
Such behavior of parameters can be explained with the fact that a back part of Ejecta is pushed, significantly compressed and deflected by faster stream. However, this faster stream was not registered with onboard instruments because of deflection of HSS (or probably a small part of HSS near CME-HSS interface) from the Sun-Earth line.
The relative positions of the sources of HSS and CME streams ( Figure 1 , the upper panel) suggests that propagation of the CME streams near the ecliptic plane can deflect the HSS stream to the south by such a way that this stream had not been registered by ACE. Thus, the CH passage through the central meridian with simultaneous occurrence of flares and CMEs in the nearby located sources can result in interaction between HSS and CME streams, deflection of the HSS stream aside of the ecliptic and changes in parameters of the solar wind.
Summary
In present work we analyzed the interplanetary parameters near Earth for two consecutive passings of coronal hole in December 2011 -January 2012 along the Sun-Earth line when these events were preceded by CMEs on the Sun. In both cases the high-speed streams near the Earth have been predicted, however in the first case the high-speed stream near the Earth was not observed, and in the second case it arrived. In the case of absence of HSS, the measured interplanetary parameters show that preceding interplanetary CME (Ejecta) was very short and compressed by the subsequent fast stream and this fact may be considered as an indirect evidence that the HSS from coronal hole collides with CME and the collision results in compression of Ejecta and deflection of HSS from the Sun-Earth line.
